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We repelled the Swarm, for now.But they wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t stop: theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re inhuman. They have

no inhibitions. No conscience.And no mercy.But from the crucible of battle has risen an unlikely

hero. Captain Timothy Granger, at the helm of another time-tested battleship, will take the fight to

the enemy. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll discover their secrets. Find their homeworld. Destroy it before they

destroy ours. He will save us all. He must.Or weÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll die.WARRIOR
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Once you start this book, you can't put it down. If you do have to stop reading, whatever you are

doing will take a back burner. You will be compelled to hurry up and get back to reading this book.I

was totally blown away with the space battles. It was like being right in the middle of the battle.Nick

Webb is one of the best writers of Sci-fi out there today.I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK!

This is the second book of the series and I liked it more than the first story. The action is continuous



and I like many of the characters in the story. Captain Granger has become a force of nature in

destroying the Swarm in combat. His strategies are successful and he seems to know exactly how

to defeat them. Unfortunately he has no qualms in sacrificing people and space craft to act as

cannon fodder while his remaining forces crush the Swarm. His nickname is ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The

Brick-layerÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• for all of the crews and ships that he has sacrificed in battle.Despite his

success there is a lot of suspicion regrading him. His disappearance after entering a miniature black

hole and returning a new man health-wise makes his commanders, politicians and crews suspicious

of whether he is still the real Captain Granger. Has he just been reincarnated or is he really part of

the SwarmÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s plan to conquer Earth and the human race as a

wholeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦The action and twist and turns in this bookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

plot line kept me interested and reading at a furious pace. I enjoyed the book and I found it

entertaining. I like military Sci-Fi and this book was right up my alley as far as space battles,

suspense, and alien interactions. I enjoyed the book and I recommend it as worth reading. I rated it

5 stars.

Wow, this book took me totally by surprise with the plot twists and turns. And the ending, oh my

gosh you won't believe it and until you read it for yourself. A very enjoyable read, I can't wait for the

next book in the series!

I enjoyed the first book, so I wanted to read book 2. It was worth the effort. The characters are well

developed and I like the way Webb has developed the story. I give 4 stars for great books. 5 stars

for classics or classics to be. This book won't make that level, but will be worth your effort no time to

read this 3 book series. Enjoy, I did.

This was a great sequel to the first book (Constitution) and was a fairly quick but engaging

read.Following right on from the original, we pick up right where the first left off.* No spoilers *This

installment was, like the original, fast paced and engaging. There were plenty of space battles, full

of excitement, strategy and derring do. The book balanced this very well with intrigue and political

machinations that really kept me guessing.This was one of the books' best points. Many (but

certainly not all) of the series' mysteries are really left up in the air until the end.Again, NO spoilers,

but the reader is left in the dark to guess at answers until the very end. I found both the mysteries

and their resolutions to be great, mostly unanticipated problems that really kept me guessing.The

other strong point ofvthe novel (and series), was the characterisations. The characters were deep



and their motivations rung true to character.I really did find myself empathizing with the characters,

who really came across as all to real, with the same motivations, flaws and strengths that I'd expect

to find in real people.The only thing I'd mark down on this is that the chapters often end on a

dramatic note and keep the reader guessing until they finally get back to that particular narrative.It's

a small thing, but a bit of a pet peeve of mine.All in all, I loved this book and am glad that I'm signed

up to get notifications as soon as the next one drops, as I reeaalllyy want to see how the next twist

plays out in this saga!

Captain Granger and XO Shelby Proctor are ready to fight, and with the refited ship Warrior they are

needed out on the front lines... Fighting the Swarm is just part of it, maybe the deadliest part, but

let's just say there is a lot going on. Between the political machinations on earth, President Barbara

Avery, VP Eamon Isaacson, Russian diplomat Volodin. The question if any of 'em are Swarm

controlled or just gullible... whether the gnarled webs of deception can be unraveled in time to save

the Earth. Granger has his own problems, the Swarm, the Russians, and to add to the mix The

Dolmasi a Swarm ally, a subjugated race. Has the Warrior been infiltrated is there a Swarm

controlled mole(s) on board.Granger wants to stop playing defense and take the war to a whole new

level the Swarm's home planet... You will not want to miss this...

Enjoyed the sequel but found it confusing with the interactions between President Avery, the

supposed pacifist and Vice President Issacson, the war hawk. Yet the VP was willing to sell out to

the enemy, while Avery the President was trying to save humanity. Good battle sequences.

The story line is good - well thought out. The depictions of the battle scenes are gripping and

suspenseful. However, the writing is sometimes rambling, the author mixes up naval and marine

terminology and is often condescending and insensitive. He apparently knows very little, if anything,

about women - he makes them seem like men except for the tone of voice which is as if he were

addressing a child.
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